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Second opinions required on some surgeries
Employees are reminded that
second opinions are required for
some elective surgical procedures if
you wish to receive full benefit
coverage. The usual, customary and
reasonable cost of the second
opinion Is paid by the University.
The procedure to be followed to
obtain the second opinion is:
- Be aware of the surgical
procedures that require second
opinion. They are:
adenoidectomy/tonsillectomy,
cataract surgery, back surgery,
coronary artery by-pass, dilation and
curretage (D and C), ear drum surgery,
foot surgery, gallbladder surgery,
gastro-intestinal by-pass,
hemorrhoidectomy, hernia surgery,
hysterectomy, joint surgery,
mastectomy and mammoplasty, nose
surgery, ovarian surgery, prostate
surgery, thyroidectomy, varicose vein
surgery and endarterectomy.
- Advise your doctor that your are
required to have the second opinion.
Your doctor may suggest the second

physician or you may contact Benefit
Plans Risk Management at
1..aoo-472-6630 and they will give you
the name of several physicians from
whom you may choose. They must be
a qualified surgeon and not an
associate of the physician who
suggested the surgery.
-.Obtain a second opinion form In
the University Group Insurance
Benefits Office, 10 Shatzel Hall.
If a second opinion is not obtained
for the specified elective procedures,
the surgical costs will only be 80
percent reimbursed.
A second opinion is encouraged for
any employee considering any other
elective, non-emergency surgery. A
third opinion, when necessary, can be
arranged. It is also fully covered when
approved by the BPRM Medical
Review Board.
Any one having questions regarding
the second opinion should contact
the University Group Insurance
Benefits Office at 372-2112.

Report hazards

Exhibit featured

The University Safety Committee
encourages University faculty, staff
and students to communicate safety
related Issues and concerns to the
committee to help provide for a safer
campus environment.
Committee members are: Chair
Wayne S. Colvin, 372·2151; Secretary
Kim cassady, 372·2151; Dan Parratt,
fire prevention, 372·2171; Bob
Hayward, building conditions,
372-7633; Sandy LaGro, job/health
safety, 372-2127; George Clemans,
lab/chemical safety, 372-2824; Justine
Magelg, air pollution abatement,
372-2807; Bob Desmond,
communicable disease prevention,
372-2271; Ed O'Donnell, food
protection, 372-2891; and Bill Bess,
disaster preparedness, 372·2346.
All meetings are held in the fourth
floor courtroom of the Student
Services Building at 1 p.m. Scheduled
meeting dates are Feb. 27, March 20
and April 24.

The Art of Fishing exhibit at the
School of Art Gallery will be the
subject of a feature report Saturday
(Feb. 21) by National College
Television, a New York-based agency
which provides current features to
some 200 campuses nationwide.
The approximately 15-minute report
was produced by Don Payne,
producer/director for WBGU-TV's
weekly television series, "Art Beat."
Also to be included are general
scenes of the BGSU campus,
provided by the University's Office of
Public Relations.
The exhibit displays boats, bait and
fishing paraphernalia and will run
through Feb. 27.

Avoid stress

For sale
The department of special
education is selling an Amdek 310
amber monitor for $100, and an IBM
monochrome display printer adaptor
for $150. For more information
contact Donna Beam at 372-7358.

Submit photos

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positions are
available.
• Indicates that an internal candidate
from the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: 4 p.m~ Friday, Feb. 20, 1987
2-20-1

2·20-2

2·20-3

Aecount Cleric 3
Pay Range 27
Office of the vice president for
operations
Permanent part-time
•Clerical Specialist

Date book

Clerical Specialist

Monday, Feb. 16

·c1er1c 2
Pay Range 3
Continuing Education (budgets
and operations)
Permanent Part-time

2-20-5

·c1er1c 2
Pay Range 3
Continuing Education (promotion
and marketing
Permanent part-time

2-20-6

•Cleric 2
Pay Range 3
Continuing Education
(registration)
Permanent part-time

2-20-7

Concerts cancelled

Pay Range25
College of Technology (Program
Services Office)
Permanent Part-time
Pay Range 25
Communication Disorders
Temporary part-time (through
Jan. 31, 1988)
2-20-4

The professional development
subcommittee of Classified Staff
Photographs of generations of
Council will sponsor a two-hour
mothers and daughters are being
Stress Management Seminar Feb. 23
solicited by Jerome Library for a
in the Alumni Room and Feb. 24 in
display to be featured in March in
the Community Suite of the University
honor of Women's History Month. The Union. The program will be from noon
theme of the display is "Generations to 1 p.m. on both days.
of Compassion, Courage and
Box lunches will be available for
Conviction."
purchase before the seminar. Anyone
Photos do not have to be of studio interested in attending should
quality and snapshots are acceptable. contact Pam Atchison at 372-7698 by
Joint or individual photos are also
Thursday (Feb. 19). Participants
acceptable and subjects can include should attend both days.
any combination of generations.
Photos should include brief
identification information and all
The College of Musical Arts has
pictures will be returned to the
canceled
two previously announced
owners in late March.
Send materials to Dawn McCaghy, spring concerts.
A campus performance March 17
Reference Department of Jerome
by duo pianists Valerie Kantorski and
Library. Deadline for pictures is Feb.
Ilana Kennell has been canceled, as
20. For more information contact
has a choral extravanza on April 12.
McCaghy at 372-7902.

Data Entry Operator 2
Pay Range 4
Philosophy Documentation
Center
Permanent part-time

Exhibit, "Sights of History,"

photographs relating to canadlan history,
will be on display in the McFall Center
Gallery. The exhibit continues through
Feb. 27. Gallery hours are 8:30 am. - 4:30
p.m. Monday - Friday.
Ubrary R-rch Seminar, "Statistics In
the Library: How to Play the Numbers
Game," 2 p.m., Jerome Library Conference
Room. Register by calling 372-2362.
Black History Month &ant, panel
discussion on "The Economical, Political
and Educational Status of Black
Americans," 7 p.m., Alumni Room, Union.
Free.
Concert, violinist Vasile Beluska, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
"Schlachbleh," International Film
Series, B p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna
Hall. Free.

Tuesday, Feb. 17

are available:
EducaUonal Curriculum and lnatructlon: Assistant/associate professor of EDCI with
emphasis In reading.. Contact Robert G.. Oana (2·7314). Deadline: March 6.
EducaUonal Foundatlana and Inquiry: Assistant professor of educational psychology.
Contact Robert Reed (2·7305). Deadline: March 1.
Home Economics: Assistant professor of textiles, clothing and interior design.
Contact Deanna J. Radeloff (2-7823). Deadline: March 15.
Library and Laming Reeourcec Government documents reference librarian. Contact
Bonnie Gratch (2-7899). Deadline: April 3.
11ueJc CompoetlollllHlatory: Instructor/assistant professor-musicologist. Contact
Vincent J. Corrigan (2-2183). Deadlines: March 15.
Popular Culture Instructor. Contact Ray B. Browne (2·7861). Deadline: March 15.
The following faculty positions

The followlng administrative staff positions are avallable:
Counlellng and ca.... 0.Hlapment Center: career counselor. Contact Roman Garek
(2-2081). Deadline: Aprll 1.
Reglatnitlon and Reconla: Registrar. Contact Unda Hamllton (2-2558). Deadline:

The School of Mass
Communication has a Compugraphic
Unisetter HR electronic typesetter for
sale. Included are 13 font strips and
width cards, a storage cabinet and a
processor and dryer. The entire
package is offered for $1,995 or best
offer. For more information call Dr.
James Bissland at 372-2076 or
372-8349.
The Office of College Student
Personnel has for sale a NEC 3550
letter quality printer with a dual·bin
sheetfeeder and sound shield for
$1,500. For more information contact
Lois at 372-7382.

Theater. Tickets are priced at S4 for
adults, S2 for students and senior citizens
and are available by calling 372-2719.

372~19.

Ubrary R-rch Seminar, "Gone With
the Pages: Online Indexes In BGSU
Libraries," 4:30 p.m., Jerome Library
Conference Room. Register by calling

Friday, Feb. 20

Excellence In Education Serles,
"Research and Grants Procurement
372-2362.
Opportunities," by Katrina Meyer,
Concert, original works by faculty
Research Services, 1:30 p.m., 215
composers will be showcased, 8 P-~
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Education Bldg.
Gymnastics, Bowling Green vs. Western
Free.
.
Michigan,
home, 6 p.m.
"It's About Time," planetarium
"The Green Wall," Foreign Film
production, B p.m., Physical Sciences
Festival, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater.
Laboratory Bldg. The production repeats
Free.
at B p.m. on Friday and ]:30 p.m. on
"A SokHer's Story," UAO- and Minority
Sunday.
Affairs-sponsored film, 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.,
Feb. 20 and 21. Tickets are priced at $1.50
for students, faculty and staff ()!11th ID).

\Yednesday, Feb.18

Ubrary Research Seminar, ''The
Snowballlng Phenomenon: Citation
Indexing," 4 p.m., Jerome Library
Conference Room. Register by calling

Saturday, Feb. 21

Women's Basketball, Bowling Green vs..
Ball State Univ., home, 5:30 p.m.
Men"s Basketball, Bowling Green vs..
Ball State Univ., home, 8 p.m.

Continuing Education Course, "What
You Should Know Before You Buy or Sell
a Home,''. 8:30 am. - 12:30 p.m. Course fee
is $40 for individuals and $50 for couples.
Register by calling 372.a1B1.
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. Univ. of
Michigan, home, 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 19

Monday, Feb. 23

Ubrary Rnun:h Seminar, "Everything
You Always Wanted to Know About Online
Searching," 4 p.m~ Jerome Library
Conference Room. Register by calling

Streu Management Seminar, noon,
Alumni Room, Union. Free. Register by
calling 372-7698.
Continuing Education Course, "Planning
and Building Your Own Home," will meet
from 7:30 - 9 p.m. on Mondays from Feb.
23 - March 16. Course fee Is $35. Register
by calling 312.a1s1.
"The End ol Summer," International
Film Serles, 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater.
Free.
Edgar Allan Poe, dramatic portrayal by
Robert Rhode of Northern Kentucky
University, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

372-2362.

llcllaster LNdershlp Institute Program,

Faculty/Staff Positions

March 15.

discussion on patents and copyrights by
patent attorney Richard Emch, 10 am.,
Ohio Suite, Union. Register by calling

A Gather-ease 10-bin electric
collator is free to any interested
University department. Please contact
the department of computer science
at 372-2337 for more information.

372-2362.

Continuing Education Seminar, "Writing
a Business Plan: A Step-by-Step
Approach," 6:30 p.~ 1103 Offenhauer
West. Registration fee is $40. Register by
calling 372.a1s1.
"An American In Parts," University
Activities Organization-sponsored film, 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater.
"The Fon1lgner," will be staged, 8 p.m.
Feb. 19-21 and Feb. 26-28. Eva Marie Saint
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Trustees raise
room and board
rates by 4.3%
Room and board rates were
increased by $43 per semester last
week by the Board of Trustees.
The new rates, effective this
summer, are 4.3 percent higher than
the current standard room and
minimum meal plan charges.
Under the new plan, students will
pay $592 per semester in room
charges, up $23 from the semesterly
charge. The 1987-88 minimum meal
plan will be $460 per semester, an
increase of $20. The total room and
board charge for next year will be
$1,052 per semester.
The room and board increases
were part of an $11.2 million
residence hall budget, up 3.4
percent from the current year, and a
$7.3 million dining hall budget, an
increase of 4.7 percent, approved by
the trustees.
In his report to the trustees,
President Olscamp said he will be
lobbying for a revision to the state
executive budget proposed earlier
this month by Gov. Celeste. The
budget calls for a reduction for
Bowling Green of $1.9 million (3.75
percent) from the current 1986-87
budget. He said the executive budget
also projects University expenditures
to be 4.8 percent higher in 1987-88
than 1986-87.
"It seems to me that at an absolute
minimum no university should be
placed in a position of receiving
fewer dollars in 1987-88 than 1986-87.
In fact, many of the gains we have
made as a state in support for higher
education the past few years will be
eliminated if state subsidy does not
increase over 1986-87 levels," he said.
He said if the executive budget is
enacted, an instructional fee increase
ot_around 10 percent will be
necessary just to make up for the
$1.9 million subsidy loss. Olscamp
said the projected $1.9 million
reduction for Bowling Green was
driven by a formula based upon fulltime-equivalent (FTE} and mix of
students. Under that formula six
universities are faced with reductions
while six will receive increased

February 23, 1987

Rush Miller, (right) dean of library and learning resources, examines
some of the books in the collection donated to the University libraries by
Philip O'Connor (left). The books were all nominated for the 1985 fiction
Pulitzer Prize and were read by O'Connor when he served as a member af
the selection committee.

Library gets a 'prize' collection
When Dr. Philip O'Connor, English, was named to the 1985 Pulitzer
Prize Fiction Selection Committee, he had his work cut out for him. In
less than a year's time, he had to read and critique over 100 novels and then decide which one he liked best.
Now everyone has the opportunity to read many of those same books
as O'Connor recently donated 75 of the works in the collection to the
University. Almost all of the novels are either first editions or first
printings and several contain the author's signature.
The 1985 Pulitzer Prize fiction winner, Lonesome Dave by Larry
McMurty who also authored Terms of Endearment, is included in the
donation.
continued on page 3

continued on page 3

High school students interested in
attending the University this summer
or next fall have until Feb. 27 to apply
for admission, John W. Martin,
director of admissions, has
announced.
Martin said applications will not
be accepted after that date because
the admissions office has already
received more than 8,500
applications from prospective
freshmen. Bowling Green will have
an entering class of 2,850 students
when the fall semester begins next
August.
This is the first time in several
years that the University has
announced that its entering class will
be fewer than 3,000 students. Bowling
Green is limiting the number of
students in next fall's entering class
so as not to exceed the 15,000 fulltime equivalent student enrollment
ceiling mandated by the state
legislature.
Martin said the number of students
seeking admission to Bowling Green
has been "running about 13 percent
ahead of last year. The interest
shown in Bowling Green by
prospective students is very
encouraging."
He explained that until the Feb. 27
deadline freshman fall and summer
applications are being considered for
admission on a first-come-first-served
basis. Applications are not being
considered, though, until a
prospective student has submitted all
the necessary credentials, including
an official high school transcript
ACT or SAT test results. This is the
same closing procedure followed last
year.
The Feb. 27 application deadline
does not affect transfer students
seeking admission to the University.
Those students not admit~d to the
fall entering class have some
alternatives available to them, Martin
said. A limited number of students
will be admitted for the summer
session beginning June 22 and may
continue fall semester. In addition,
students may enroll for spring
semester in January 1988 or enroll
fall semester at Firelands College in
Huron.

Workshop to give teachers a close look at area nature
Some area junior high school
teachers are going to have a chance
to get a close look at nature this
summer thanks to $32,500 allocated
to the University by the federal
Education for Economic Security
Act.
The funds open the doors for the
biology department to sponsor a
two-week summer workshop in
environmental science that will let
local resources, resource persons
and agencies help teach the
classes. Participants, who will
receive three hours graduate credit
for the workshop, will also be
visiting several special historical

and natural sites in the area.
Dr. Thomas B. Cobb, director of the
energy studies program, helped write
the proposal for the funds last fall.
''The whole idea is to introduce area
teachers to local resources and
resource people so they can take that
knowledge back into the classroom,"
he said.
Approximately 40 northwest Ohio
teachers are expected to participate
in the program being held on
campus June 22 through July 3.
Housing will be provided for
participants who do not wish to
commute.
According to Cobb, environmental

biology will be emphasized because
the discipline has virtually
"exploded" with new information in
recent years and because the field
is the focus of much new
technology which will impact the
lives of students in the immediate
future. Moreover, numerous
contemporary issues which are in
frequent public debate "require an
understanding of fundamental
science principles for resolution,"
he said.
Cobb, along with Dr. Darrel Fyffe,
educational curriculum and
instrnction, and Dr. Roger Thibault,
biological sciences, will lead

classes such as "Human Population
Pressures: Quantifying the Effects
on the Natural.Environment," "Trash
Clean-up on a River Resource,"
"What Sacrifices Will Society
Accept to Achieve Clean Air, Water
and Land?" and "Hazardous
Waste."
In addition, the class will travel to
the Ottawa Wildlife Refuge, Old
Woman Creek, a Maumee River site
in Defiance County, the Toledo Zoo,
Wolfe Creek Park and Miller's Blue
Hole where they will hear
representatives of those areas
continued on page 3

No 'time' to wasteinputtingshowtogether
Time is an invisible force that
governs our lives. We eat, sleep, work
and play according to the hands on a
clock. It is also the subject of the
planetarium's new show "It's About
Time."
The multi-media program offers a
history and astronomy of clocks and
calendars, explaining the
development of our present day
timekeeping system.
The locally produced 47-minute
program took nearly 10 weeks to
complete. Because of all the detail
involved, approximately 10 hours of
production work were needed to
create each minute of the final show.
Planetarium director Dr. Dale
Smith, physics and astronomy,
created the show with the help of a
few students and other faculty
members. "It took an enormous effort
to make the show but it's paid off.
We have made substantial progress
toward providing a quality program
competitive with those in large
metropolitan planetariums," Smith
said.
"It's About Time," like all multi·
media presentations made by the
planetarium's staff, combines
narration, music and visual effects to
develop a program that is both
entertaining and informative.
Besides overseeing the entire
production, Smith wrote the script
and selected the narrators.
"I chose the subject (of) time
because it interested me and because
I wanted to show people where our
present day timekeeping system
originated," Smith said.
Dr. Harold Fisher, journalism, and
Doris Anderson, a 1969 graduate of
the University and a resident of
Bowling Green, narrate the show.
According to Smith, the two different
voices are used to provide a variety
that will keep the audience's interest.
Smith also utilized the voices of
fellow faculty members Dr. Kendall
Baker, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences; Dr. Robert Boughton,
physics and astronomy, and Dr.
Robert K. Clark, emeritus professor of
speech communication, to provide
variety in the scripL
While Smith concentrated on
developing narration for the
production, three University students
were responsible for developing the
music track and visual effects.
Music education major Pat Bolek of
Canton, who graduated in December,
with the assistance of Steve Ford, a

Senate asks for
a 9.5 percent
salary increase

The topic of salary increases for
the 1987-88 academic year sparked
lengthy debate during the Feb. 17
Faculty Senate meeting.
However, senators came to a final
vote that asks for a 9.5 percent
increase in the salary pool for
continuing faculty, and that the
increase be one of a series of
consecutive annual increments
designed to bring Bowling Green
faculty salaries to parity with the 60th
percentile of doctoral-level
universities in the country.
Attainment of that goal would rank
University salaries third out of eight
doctoral-level universities in Ohio by
the 1990-91 academic year.
The Faculty Welfare Committee,
which prepared the salary
recommendation, reasoned the 9.5
percent increase will help restore lost
real purchasing power and make
modest productivity growth. The
Ted Schultz, (left) a student photographer for the planetarium examines
committee also determined the salary
slides with Dale Smith, director of the planetarium. Approximately 486 slides
increments "appear reasonable in
are part of the new show "It's About Time," which offers a history and
light of the salary increases of BGSU
administrators during the past four
astronomy of clocks and calendars.
years."
senior radio, television and film major time affects the seasons and the
Senators also passed the following
planets.
from New Middletown, produced the
retirement program recommendations:
Alex Hann also played a major role
music for the show. Bolek composed
- The University should
in creating the current planetarium
11 original songs for the program.
the Early Retirement
reimplement
show. A laboratory machinist for the
Ford and Smith, combined works by
Incentive Program (ERIP) for faculty
department of physics and
other composers with Bolek's to
at the earliest possible time.
astronomy, he was responsible for
create an appropriate soundtrack.
- Explicit indicators of possible
recording, editing and combining the
"Music sets the tone for the entire
negative consequences, academic or
narration
and
music
used
to
production so Pat needed to compose
economic, in an on-going ERIP
produce- the final soundtrack in the
and combine music that would keep
program should be agreed upon prior
program.
the audience in the right mood,"
to such reinstitution and these
Multi-media programs have been
Smith said.
indicators should be monitored by an
at
the
University's
presented
regularly
Ted Schultz, a senior visual
appropriate senate committee.
planetarium
since
its
opening
in
1984.
communications technology major
- ERIP should be reimplemented
To date,.seven productions have been
from Dalton, has been the
on
a continuing basis, with a
shown, four of which have been
planetarium's photographer for the
notice period of one year.
minimum
created by University students and
past three shows. He was in charge
The
"buy-out"
period should be
faculty.
of photographing, producing and
the
maximum
permissible
under the
Smith enjoys working with the
masking (a process of combining
law.
slides) the visual effects used in "It's various students and faculty
- The Supplemental Retirement
members on the production team. "It
About Time."
Program (SAP) should be maintained.
expands
the
total
creative
mind
that
"We used slides as a visual effect
- The talents of SAP faculty
feeds into the show," Smith said. And
to back up what the script was
should
be utilized to the fullest
that, he says results in a much better
saying," Schultz explained. Pictures
advantage,
consistent with the
of ancient clocks, primitive calendars program.
overriding goals of opening up new
"It's
About
Time"
is
being
shown
and mythological gods make up some
factJlty positions and maintaining a
of the 486 slides used in the program. until March 20. Shows can be seen at
high ratio of FTE faculty to total
8 p.m. every Tuesday and Friday and
Along with the slides, Smith uses
faculty.
at 7:30 p.m. on Sundays In the
the planetarium's star projector to
- The number of full-time faculty
planetarium. There will also be
present major portions of the multi·
will
not be permanently reduced as a
matinee showings at 2 p.m. March 7
media program. The planetarium's
of re-implementing the ERIP,
result
and 14. A $1 donation is suggested.
Minolta projector, one of only two in
unless
there is a sharp reduction in
- Brian Chambers
Ohio, is used to help explain how
student enrollment or financial
exigency is declared.
- And, the University should
consider the possibility of purchasing
prior service credit as a further
inducement to early retirement.
- Council members discussed
and obtain pro-rated benefits for CSC
In a final vote, senators agreed that
sending
out
minutes
of
CSC
meetings
retirees.
for
the academic year 1987-88 the
to
all
classified
employees.
It
was
In other business:
main
benefits for faculty should be
determined
the
minutes
have
- An ad hoc committee was
improved communication between the focused on the areas of salary
established to investigate questions
increase and resumption of ERIP. No
surrounding the PERS retirement plan representatives and employees,
further fringe benefit changes have
however
the
minutes
will
now
be
and buy-out possibilities. Council
been requested at this time.
mailed
before
they
are
approved
so
members said they have been
reeeiving many inquiries on the topic. employees can get them sooner. Any
corrections will be sent out after
- Alice Hagemeyer, University
approval at the following council
budget and capital planning, was
meeting.
appointed to the election committee.
Departments with items it wishes
to dispose of may contact Inventory
Management at 372-2121 to arrange
for pick-up. The items will be recycled
becoming the first woman and the
Shirley Chisholm, who in 1968
back to the campus at a later date.
first black American to seriously
bacame the first black woman to be
campaign for the Democratic Party
elected to the U.S. House of
nomination for President.
Monitor
Representatives, will lecture at 7 p.m.
She retired from the Congress in
Monitor is published weekly by the
Friday (Feb. 27) in 121 West Hall.
1982.
Office of Public Relations for faculty
Sponsored, in part, by the
She is the author of two books,
and staff of Bowling Green State
University's Black Student Union, the
University. The deadline to submit
Unbought and Unbossed and The
lecture is free and open to the public.
material for the March 2 issue is 5 p.m.
Good
Fight,
which
is
the
story
of
her
During her 14 years in Congress,
Tuesday, Feb. 24.
1972
Presidential
campaign.
Chisholm served on the Veteran
Editor: Melissa Peper Firestone
Currently a professor at Mount
Affairs Committee, the Education and
Photographer: William Brown
Holyoke
College
in
Massachusetts,
Labor Committee and the powerful
Contributors: Clifton P. Boutelle, Teri
she earned her bachelor's and
Sharp, Gardner A. Mclean Jr., Linda
House Rules Committee. She also
master's degrees from Brooklyn
Swaisgood, Diane Docis and Kelly
was a leading member of the
College and Columbia University,
Vaughn.
Congressional Black Caucus.
respectively.
In 1972, she again made history by

Classified Staff Council reviews its goals for 1986-87
In review of its goals made last
summer, Classified Staff Council had
an optimistic report at its Feb. 17
meeting. "Council is pretty much on
target with what we have wanted to
do," Judy Hagemann, vice-chair, said.
"We have gotten a lot of work done."
Listed among the accomplished
goals: Council has established a
scholarship fund which currently has
$5,346; an effective subcommittee
structure has been formulated and a
Committee on Committees is being
considered; fee waivers have been
obtained for dependents of retirees;
bylaws have been updatttd and are
scheduled for vote next month; a
council meeting has been held at
Firelands College and will be
conducted on an annual basis;
progress on the 309 Committee has
been continually monitored, and
communication has been improved
between the council and classified
employees.
·
Hagemann said the council
continues to work on goals to hire a
student assistant to help with CSC
paperwork; obtain CSC
representation to the Board of
Trustess and on budget committees,

Spring cleaning time

Shirley Chisholm to speak Friday

Public Administration lends a hand to area governments
Many governmental administrations ORUP has been involved in projects
are In capable hands thanks to the
rangir.~ from a study on the Put-inUniversity's graduate program In
Bay annexation and quality of life to
public administration.
a telecommunications survey
The program provides a
conducted jointly with the Toledo
Metropolitan Area Council of
professional education to students
who wish to prepare themselves for
Governments.
administrative careers and leadership
The University's ORUP Is in the
positions in government. The majority process of building an extensive rural
of the program's graduates go on to
and small local government research
jobs lo"ith municipal, state and
and microcomputer software library
national governments, according to
to assist northwest Ohio local
governments with their information
Dr. Frank McKenna. director of the
program. However, the master's
needs.
ORUP will also be working with
degree program may also lead to
positions in related organizations
other Ohio rural and urban
such as private foundations and
universities on such projects as a
community and public Interest
financial management data program
with the state auditor's office and a
groups.
The public administration
- multi-university study of the impact of
program'.s core curriculum is
federal cuts on state and local
governments, McKenna said.
comprised of five areas of study,
McKenna said. In addition, students
Organizations are charged 50
choose specializations in areas which percent of what it costs to conduct
include public policy analysis,
the project, McKenna said. ORUP
financial administration, personnel
covers all personnel costs which
management, public labor relations,
often turn out to be the project's
rural and small local government
largest expense. "The Put-in-Bay
administration and comparative and
study's operating cost worked out to
international administration. The
about $3,000 - $4,000 for travel,
multidisciplinary graduate program
computer time and other services,"
allows students to develop their
he explained. "Personnel cost us
specializations by selecting courses
almost $15,000."
from different departments and
Students and the organizations
colleges of the University.
which have taken advantage of
Despite the variety of
ORUP's services have a mutually
specializations, McKenna said the
beneficial relationship, McKenna
program's emphasis is on local
said. Students aid the groups and
gain experience themselves as they
government. This emphasis stems in
part from the program's association
work to analyze situations, solve
with the Ohio Rural Universities
problems, develop programs and
Program which was established by
evaluate performances.
the Ohio General Assembly in the
These same benefits are the result
1985-87 biennial budget.
of Internships the public
ORUP's purpose is to allow the
administration program requires of
state's rural governments to enlist the students. The internships vary
according to the student's interest
expertise and services of the
academic community. "Basically we
and specialization and may be with
(BGSU, Miami University and Ohio
any level of government or with a nonUniversity) provide assistance to
governmental organization, McKenna
governments in the areas of
said.
"Most of our students intern during
management development, policy
analysis and program evaluation, and
the summer, but we have a few
·
economic development," McKenna
working in the field this semester,"
said.
he said.
He added that the Bowling Green
One student is with the City of
7'rustees~f_ro~m.;.;..:;.pa~g~e~1.;,_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

subsidies. Olscamp said the
predicted mix is not accurate and
needs to be changed.
In other business, Trustees
granted approval to a revision in the
articulation policy, changing it to
read that all deficiencies must be
removed within the first 60 hours of
credit at the University or the
student will be placed on probation.
The revision was initiated because
of the concern for use of dismissal
rather than probation if the
deficiencies were not removed. Use
of "probation" was deemed an
appropriate term to designate lack
of progress toward meeting ·
articulation requirements.
Also on the agenda:
- Approval was given to the
allocation of funds for the 1987-88
Auxiliary Capital Budget Plan,
totaling $2,016,575.
- The trustees agreed to a
proposal authoripng the president
to execute a contract with Wood
Cable TV Corporation for the
provision of TV cable service on
campus. The service will be provided
at no cost to the University and the
contract will _be subject to a final
review by University legal counsel.
- The president was also given
authorization to enter into a
refinancing agreement for the
telecommunications lease subject to
consultation with members of the
Finance Committee of the board.
- The department of chemistry
plans to offer a workshop In gas
chromatography/mass
spectrometry/data systems this

summer, requiring the use of
sophisticated equipment and
expensive supplies. The trustees
agreed to a laboratory fee of $750
per student, given the specialized
nature of the workshop. Most of the
participants will come from area
industries.
- A charter revision was granted
to allow voting privileges to a
substitute for Undergraduate
Council.
- Sheilah M. Fulton and Daniel W.
McGinnis were appointed to the
Public Advisory Council for WBGU-TV.
- Marcus E. French, Lorraine
Holzapfel and Mary Mohammed
were reappointed for a four-year
term to the Firelands College Board,
while Leslie P. Johnson was
appointed to a four-year term
succeeding Read Wakefield.
The Progressive Student
Organization presented a
dramatization with a plea for the
University Foundation to withdraw
investments from South Africa.
Board member William F.
Spengler, Jr. said he understands
the students' concerns but feels the
problems in South Africa are
complicated with no easy answers.
Although Spengler agreed
something must be done to protest
the discrimination, he said he isn't
sure if divestment is the only
answer.
Trustee Herbert Moorehead, Jr.
said no matter how complicated the
issue, action must be taken to make
a moral stand.

'

Curt Seditz, (left) a research associate instructor of public administration and
Frank McKenna, director of the program, study material in association with
the Ohio Rural Universities Program which offers assistance to area rural
governments in areas of management development and policy analysis.

Bowlin'g Green granfa administrator
and another is with the University's
Ethnic Studies department.
Two students are in the semi-finals
for the Presidential Management
Internships. If they are assigned the
internships the students, Sam
Gerhardstein and Jane Daye, will
most likely work in federal agencies
in Washington D.C., McKenna said.
In the past, six public
administration students have served
as presidential management interns.
McKenna added that it is not
unusual for an internship to turn into
a post-graduation employment for a
student.
- Students and faculty in the public
administration program in the
political science department are also
actively involved in the Metropolitan
Toledo Chapter of the American
Society for Public Administration, a
professional organization dedicated
to better government and excellence
in the public service.
Faculty members holding office
include McKenna, chapter president;
Dr. Roger Anderson, political science,
chapter secretary; Dr. John Merriam,

political science, Regional
Conference Committee; Dr. Ken
Hibbeln, political science, membeship
co-chair, and Dr. Kathleen HowardMerriam, political science, Program
Committee.
The University's Ohio Rural
University and public administration
programs are also a part of the
recently formed National Small
Government Research Network. The
network, organized in cooperation
with the Economic Research Service
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
will provide a forum for research
collaboration and the exchange of
ideas and materials, explained
McKenna, a member of the network's
steering committee.
Members of the network will
communicate and share information
through PoliNet, an international
computer communications system for
social scientists.
Current members include political
scientists and public administration
scholars from 16 universities in 12
states and from the Economic
Research Service and the Council of
State Governments. - Diane Docis

Pulitzer.~f_ro_m-=-pa~g~e_1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Paul Yon, director of archival
collections, said the donation is an
honor for the University libraries. The
collection will be distributed among
rare books, general stacks and the
popular culture library.
O'Connor was asked to serve on
the committee by the Pulitzer Prize
Board in New York. He said authors
are usually asked to be committee
members and he has written four
books. His is currently working on a
book entitled, Defending Civilization
which is expected to be published in
1988.
O'Connor and two other committee
members were responsible for

reading all of the nominated
selections and determining which
were the top three. He said most of
their meetings were conducted over
the phone and in addition to
Lonesome Dove, they selected
Continental Drift by Russell Banks
and The Accidental by Anne Tyler.
The selections were sent with the
committee's evaluations to the
Pulitzer Prize Board where the final
winner was chosen.
"I found a lot of interesting novels
in the co!lection and thought 'Why
not share it,?"' O'Connor said. "I
thought this was a good way to offer
it to the University population."

Ecology~f~ro~m.......:..pa~g~e_1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the program is the collaboration
discuss environmental issues.
occurinQ between University faculty
"We have a lot of resources in
and elementary and secondary
this area that could be used in
teachers. "Everyone benefits from
classrooms but teachers either don't
the program," Cobb said. "Vie were
know much about them, or don't
really fortunate to receive it."
know contact pi;ople," Cobb said.
"As part of the workshop
Of the 32 teacher training
participants have to develop a
proposals
reviewed, Bowling Green's
curricular module and go back and
of
13 funded. The
was
one
implement it in 1heir schools."
Education for Economic Security
Follow-up activities are planned
Act provides funds to states to
throughout the school year to
improve the skills of math, science
ensure continuity of programs, Cobb
and
computer science teachers to
said, and to provide an opportunity
increase students interest in and to
for observation of certain resources
improve competencies in these
at opportune times.
programs.
Cobb said an Important feature of

No 'time' to wasteinputtingshowtogether
Time is an invisible force that
governs our lives. We eat, sleep, work
and play according to the hands on a
clock. It is also the subject of the
planetarium's new show "It's About
Time."
The multi-media program offers a
history and astronomy of clocks and
calendars, explaining the
development of our present day
timekeeping system.
The locally produced 47-minute
program took nearly 10 weeks to
complete. Because of all the detail
involved, approximately 10 hours of
production work were needed to
create each minute of the final show.
Planetarium director Dr. Dale
Smith, physics and astronomy,
created the show with the help of a
few students and other faculty
members. "It took an enormous effort
to make the show but it's paid off.
We have made substantial progress
toward providing a quality program
competitive with those in large
metropolitan planetariums," Smith
said.
"It's About Time," like all multi·
media presentations made by the
planetarium's staff, combines
narration, music and visual effects to
develop a program that is both
entertaining and informative.
Besides overseeing the entire
production, Smith wrote the script
and selected the narrators.
"I chose the subject (of) time
because it interested me and because
I wanted to show people where our
present day timekeeping system
originated," Smith said.
Dr. Harold Fisher, journalism, and
Doris Anderson, a 1969 graduate of
the University and a resident of
Bowling Green, narrate the show.
According to Smith, the two different
voices are used to provide a variety
that will keep the audience's interest.
Smith also utilized the voices of
fellow faculty members Dr. Kendall
Baker, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences; Dr. Robert Boughton,
physics and astronomy, and Dr.
Robert K. Clark, emeritus professor of
speech communication, to provide
variety in the scripL
While Smith concentrated on
developing narration for the
production, three University students
were responsible for developing the
music track and visual effects.
Music education major Pat Bolek of
Canton, who graduated in December,
with the assistance of Steve Ford, a

Senate asks for
a 9.5 percent
salary increase

The topic of salary increases for
the 1987-88 academic year sparked
lengthy debate during the Feb. 17
Faculty Senate meeting.
However, senators came to a final
vote that asks for a 9.5 percent
increase in the salary pool for
continuing faculty, and that the
increase be one of a series of
consecutive annual increments
designed to bring Bowling Green
faculty salaries to parity with the 60th
percentile of doctoral-level
universities in the country.
Attainment of that goal would rank
University salaries third out of eight
doctoral-level universities in Ohio by
the 1990-91 academic year.
The Faculty Welfare Committee,
which prepared the salary
recommendation, reasoned the 9.5
percent increase will help restore lost
real purchasing power and make
modest productivity growth. The
Ted Schultz, (left) a student photographer for the planetarium examines
committee also determined the salary
slides with Dale Smith, director of the planetarium. Approximately 486 slides
increments "appear reasonable in
are part of the new show "It's About Time," which offers a history and
light of the salary increases of BGSU
administrators during the past four
astronomy of clocks and calendars.
years."
senior radio, television and film major time affects the seasons and the
Senators also passed the following
planets.
from New Middletown, produced the
retirement program recommendations:
Alex Hann also played a major role
music for the show. Bolek composed
- The University should
in creating the current planetarium
11 original songs for the program.
the Early Retirement
reimplement
show. A laboratory machinist for the
Ford and Smith, combined works by
Incentive Program (ERIP) for faculty
department of physics and
other composers with Bolek's to
at the earliest possible time.
astronomy, he was responsible for
create an appropriate soundtrack.
- Explicit indicators of possible
recording, editing and combining the
"Music sets the tone for the entire
negative consequences, academic or
narration
and
music
used
to
production so Pat needed to compose
economic, in an on-going ERIP
produce- the final soundtrack in the
and combine music that would keep
program should be agreed upon prior
program.
the audience in the right mood,"
to such reinstitution and these
Multi-media programs have been
Smith said.
indicators should be monitored by an
at
the
University's
presented
regularly
Ted Schultz, a senior visual
appropriate senate committee.
planetarium
since
its
opening
in
1984.
communications technology major
- ERIP should be reimplemented
To date,.seven productions have been
from Dalton, has been the
on
a continuing basis, with a
shown, four of which have been
planetarium's photographer for the
notice period of one year.
minimum
created by University students and
past three shows. He was in charge
The
"buy-out"
period should be
faculty.
of photographing, producing and
the
maximum
permissible
under the
Smith enjoys working with the
masking (a process of combining
law.
slides) the visual effects used in "It's various students and faculty
- The Supplemental Retirement
members on the production team. "It
About Time."
Program (SAP) should be maintained.
expands
the
total
creative
mind
that
"We used slides as a visual effect
- The talents of SAP faculty
feeds into the show," Smith said. And
to back up what the script was
should
be utilized to the fullest
that, he says results in a much better
saying," Schultz explained. Pictures
advantage,
consistent with the
of ancient clocks, primitive calendars program.
overriding goals of opening up new
"It's
About
Time"
is
being
shown
and mythological gods make up some
factJlty positions and maintaining a
of the 486 slides used in the program. until March 20. Shows can be seen at
high ratio of FTE faculty to total
8 p.m. every Tuesday and Friday and
Along with the slides, Smith uses
faculty.
at 7:30 p.m. on Sundays In the
the planetarium's star projector to
- The number of full-time faculty
planetarium. There will also be
present major portions of the multi·
will
not be permanently reduced as a
matinee showings at 2 p.m. March 7
media program. The planetarium's
of re-implementing the ERIP,
result
and 14. A $1 donation is suggested.
Minolta projector, one of only two in
unless
there is a sharp reduction in
- Brian Chambers
Ohio, is used to help explain how
student enrollment or financial
exigency is declared.
- And, the University should
consider the possibility of purchasing
prior service credit as a further
inducement to early retirement.
- Council members discussed
and obtain pro-rated benefits for CSC
In a final vote, senators agreed that
sending
out
minutes
of
CSC
meetings
retirees.
for
the academic year 1987-88 the
to
all
classified
employees.
It
was
In other business:
main
benefits for faculty should be
determined
the
minutes
have
- An ad hoc committee was
improved communication between the focused on the areas of salary
established to investigate questions
increase and resumption of ERIP. No
surrounding the PERS retirement plan representatives and employees,
further fringe benefit changes have
however
the
minutes
will
now
be
and buy-out possibilities. Council
been requested at this time.
mailed
before
they
are
approved
so
members said they have been
reeeiving many inquiries on the topic. employees can get them sooner. Any
corrections will be sent out after
- Alice Hagemeyer, University
approval at the following council
budget and capital planning, was
meeting.
appointed to the election committee.
Departments with items it wishes
to dispose of may contact Inventory
Management at 372-2121 to arrange
for pick-up. The items will be recycled
becoming the first woman and the
Shirley Chisholm, who in 1968
back to the campus at a later date.
first black American to seriously
bacame the first black woman to be
campaign for the Democratic Party
elected to the U.S. House of
nomination for President.
Monitor
Representatives, will lecture at 7 p.m.
She retired from the Congress in
Monitor is published weekly by the
Friday (Feb. 27) in 121 West Hall.
1982.
Office of Public Relations for faculty
Sponsored, in part, by the
She is the author of two books,
and staff of Bowling Green State
University's Black Student Union, the
University. The deadline to submit
Unbought and Unbossed and The
lecture is free and open to the public.
material for the March 2 issue is 5 p.m.
Good
Fight,
which
is
the
story
of
her
During her 14 years in Congress,
Tuesday, Feb. 24.
1972
Presidential
campaign.
Chisholm served on the Veteran
Editor: Melissa Peper Firestone
Currently a professor at Mount
Affairs Committee, the Education and
Photographer: William Brown
Holyoke
College
in
Massachusetts,
Labor Committee and the powerful
Contributors: Clifton P. Boutelle, Teri
she earned her bachelor's and
Sharp, Gardner A. Mclean Jr., Linda
House Rules Committee. She also
master's degrees from Brooklyn
Swaisgood, Diane Docis and Kelly
was a leading member of the
College and Columbia University,
Vaughn.
Congressional Black Caucus.
respectively.
In 1972, she again made history by

Classified Staff Council reviews its goals for 1986-87
In review of its goals made last
summer, Classified Staff Council had
an optimistic report at its Feb. 17
meeting. "Council is pretty much on
target with what we have wanted to
do," Judy Hagemann, vice-chair, said.
"We have gotten a lot of work done."
Listed among the accomplished
goals: Council has established a
scholarship fund which currently has
$5,346; an effective subcommittee
structure has been formulated and a
Committee on Committees is being
considered; fee waivers have been
obtained for dependents of retirees;
bylaws have been updatttd and are
scheduled for vote next month; a
council meeting has been held at
Firelands College and will be
conducted on an annual basis;
progress on the 309 Committee has
been continually monitored, and
communication has been improved
between the council and classified
employees.
·
Hagemann said the council
continues to work on goals to hire a
student assistant to help with CSC
paperwork; obtain CSC
representation to the Board of
Trustess and on budget committees,

Spring cleaning time

Shirley Chisholm to speak Friday

Public Administration lends a hand to area governments
Many governmental administrations ORUP has been involved in projects
are In capable hands thanks to the
rangir.~ from a study on the Put-inUniversity's graduate program In
Bay annexation and quality of life to
public administration.
a telecommunications survey
The program provides a
conducted jointly with the Toledo
Metropolitan Area Council of
professional education to students
who wish to prepare themselves for
Governments.
administrative careers and leadership
The University's ORUP Is in the
positions in government. The majority process of building an extensive rural
of the program's graduates go on to
and small local government research
jobs lo"ith municipal, state and
and microcomputer software library
national governments, according to
to assist northwest Ohio local
governments with their information
Dr. Frank McKenna. director of the
program. However, the master's
needs.
ORUP will also be working with
degree program may also lead to
positions in related organizations
other Ohio rural and urban
such as private foundations and
universities on such projects as a
community and public Interest
financial management data program
with the state auditor's office and a
groups.
The public administration
- multi-university study of the impact of
program'.s core curriculum is
federal cuts on state and local
governments, McKenna said.
comprised of five areas of study,
McKenna said. In addition, students
Organizations are charged 50
choose specializations in areas which percent of what it costs to conduct
include public policy analysis,
the project, McKenna said. ORUP
financial administration, personnel
covers all personnel costs which
management, public labor relations,
often turn out to be the project's
rural and small local government
largest expense. "The Put-in-Bay
administration and comparative and
study's operating cost worked out to
international administration. The
about $3,000 - $4,000 for travel,
multidisciplinary graduate program
computer time and other services,"
allows students to develop their
he explained. "Personnel cost us
specializations by selecting courses
almost $15,000."
from different departments and
Students and the organizations
colleges of the University.
which have taken advantage of
Despite the variety of
ORUP's services have a mutually
specializations, McKenna said the
beneficial relationship, McKenna
program's emphasis is on local
said. Students aid the groups and
gain experience themselves as they
government. This emphasis stems in
part from the program's association
work to analyze situations, solve
with the Ohio Rural Universities
problems, develop programs and
Program which was established by
evaluate performances.
the Ohio General Assembly in the
These same benefits are the result
1985-87 biennial budget.
of Internships the public
ORUP's purpose is to allow the
administration program requires of
state's rural governments to enlist the students. The internships vary
according to the student's interest
expertise and services of the
academic community. "Basically we
and specialization and may be with
(BGSU, Miami University and Ohio
any level of government or with a nonUniversity) provide assistance to
governmental organization, McKenna
governments in the areas of
said.
"Most of our students intern during
management development, policy
analysis and program evaluation, and
the summer, but we have a few
·
economic development," McKenna
working in the field this semester,"
said.
he said.
He added that the Bowling Green
One student is with the City of
7'rustees~f_ro~m.;.;..:;.pa~g~e~1.;,_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

subsidies. Olscamp said the
predicted mix is not accurate and
needs to be changed.
In other business, Trustees
granted approval to a revision in the
articulation policy, changing it to
read that all deficiencies must be
removed within the first 60 hours of
credit at the University or the
student will be placed on probation.
The revision was initiated because
of the concern for use of dismissal
rather than probation if the
deficiencies were not removed. Use
of "probation" was deemed an
appropriate term to designate lack
of progress toward meeting ·
articulation requirements.
Also on the agenda:
- Approval was given to the
allocation of funds for the 1987-88
Auxiliary Capital Budget Plan,
totaling $2,016,575.
- The trustees agreed to a
proposal authoripng the president
to execute a contract with Wood
Cable TV Corporation for the
provision of TV cable service on
campus. The service will be provided
at no cost to the University and the
contract will _be subject to a final
review by University legal counsel.
- The president was also given
authorization to enter into a
refinancing agreement for the
telecommunications lease subject to
consultation with members of the
Finance Committee of the board.
- The department of chemistry
plans to offer a workshop In gas
chromatography/mass
spectrometry/data systems this

summer, requiring the use of
sophisticated equipment and
expensive supplies. The trustees
agreed to a laboratory fee of $750
per student, given the specialized
nature of the workshop. Most of the
participants will come from area
industries.
- A charter revision was granted
to allow voting privileges to a
substitute for Undergraduate
Council.
- Sheilah M. Fulton and Daniel W.
McGinnis were appointed to the
Public Advisory Council for WBGU-TV.
- Marcus E. French, Lorraine
Holzapfel and Mary Mohammed
were reappointed for a four-year
term to the Firelands College Board,
while Leslie P. Johnson was
appointed to a four-year term
succeeding Read Wakefield.
The Progressive Student
Organization presented a
dramatization with a plea for the
University Foundation to withdraw
investments from South Africa.
Board member William F.
Spengler, Jr. said he understands
the students' concerns but feels the
problems in South Africa are
complicated with no easy answers.
Although Spengler agreed
something must be done to protest
the discrimination, he said he isn't
sure if divestment is the only
answer.
Trustee Herbert Moorehead, Jr.
said no matter how complicated the
issue, action must be taken to make
a moral stand.

'

Curt Seditz, (left) a research associate instructor of public administration and
Frank McKenna, director of the program, study material in association with
the Ohio Rural Universities Program which offers assistance to area rural
governments in areas of management development and policy analysis.

Bowlin'g Green granfa administrator
and another is with the University's
Ethnic Studies department.
Two students are in the semi-finals
for the Presidential Management
Internships. If they are assigned the
internships the students, Sam
Gerhardstein and Jane Daye, will
most likely work in federal agencies
in Washington D.C., McKenna said.
In the past, six public
administration students have served
as presidential management interns.
McKenna added that it is not
unusual for an internship to turn into
a post-graduation employment for a
student.
- Students and faculty in the public
administration program in the
political science department are also
actively involved in the Metropolitan
Toledo Chapter of the American
Society for Public Administration, a
professional organization dedicated
to better government and excellence
in the public service.
Faculty members holding office
include McKenna, chapter president;
Dr. Roger Anderson, political science,
chapter secretary; Dr. John Merriam,

political science, Regional
Conference Committee; Dr. Ken
Hibbeln, political science, membeship
co-chair, and Dr. Kathleen HowardMerriam, political science, Program
Committee.
The University's Ohio Rural
University and public administration
programs are also a part of the
recently formed National Small
Government Research Network. The
network, organized in cooperation
with the Economic Research Service
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
will provide a forum for research
collaboration and the exchange of
ideas and materials, explained
McKenna, a member of the network's
steering committee.
Members of the network will
communicate and share information
through PoliNet, an international
computer communications system for
social scientists.
Current members include political
scientists and public administration
scholars from 16 universities in 12
states and from the Economic
Research Service and the Council of
State Governments. - Diane Docis

Pulitzer.~f_ro_m-=-pa~g~e_1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Paul Yon, director of archival
collections, said the donation is an
honor for the University libraries. The
collection will be distributed among
rare books, general stacks and the
popular culture library.
O'Connor was asked to serve on
the committee by the Pulitzer Prize
Board in New York. He said authors
are usually asked to be committee
members and he has written four
books. His is currently working on a
book entitled, Defending Civilization
which is expected to be published in
1988.
O'Connor and two other committee
members were responsible for

reading all of the nominated
selections and determining which
were the top three. He said most of
their meetings were conducted over
the phone and in addition to
Lonesome Dove, they selected
Continental Drift by Russell Banks
and The Accidental by Anne Tyler.
The selections were sent with the
committee's evaluations to the
Pulitzer Prize Board where the final
winner was chosen.
"I found a lot of interesting novels
in the co!lection and thought 'Why
not share it,?"' O'Connor said. "I
thought this was a good way to offer
it to the University population."

Ecology~f~ro~m.......:..pa~g~e_1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the program is the collaboration
discuss environmental issues.
occurinQ between University faculty
"We have a lot of resources in
and elementary and secondary
this area that could be used in
teachers. "Everyone benefits from
classrooms but teachers either don't
the program," Cobb said. "Vie were
know much about them, or don't
really fortunate to receive it."
know contact pi;ople," Cobb said.
"As part of the workshop
Of the 32 teacher training
participants have to develop a
proposals
reviewed, Bowling Green's
curricular module and go back and
of
13 funded. The
was
one
implement it in 1heir schools."
Education for Economic Security
Follow-up activities are planned
Act provides funds to states to
throughout the school year to
improve the skills of math, science
ensure continuity of programs, Cobb
and
computer science teachers to
said, and to provide an opportunity
increase students interest in and to
for observation of certain resources
improve competencies in these
at opportune times.
programs.
Cobb said an Important feature of

In Brie[_._._ _ _ _ _ __
Art therapy subject of presentation
"Art Therapy: Definition, Theory
and Practice" is the title of a
presentation to be given at 7:30 p.m.
Friday (Feb. 27) in 204 Fine Arts
Building.
The speaker will be Elinor Ulman,

Band to play
The BGSU Symphonic Band will be
performing at 8 p.m. Thursday (Feb.
26) in Kobacker Hall. Mark S. Kelly
will be conducting and senior music
education student Douglas Bayda will
have a clarinet solo. The concert is
free and open to the public.

Auditions set
Open auditions for the 1987 Huron
Playhouse Company will be held
Saturday (Feb. 28) In Bowling Green.
Huron Playhouse, the oldest
continuing summer theater in Ohio,
has been operated by the University
since 1948.
Auditions will be held beginning at
12:30 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown
Theater at University Hall. Those
wishing to audition must complete an
application and schedule an audition
by appointment in advance.
Applications can be obtained
through the University's theater
department in South Hall or by calling

372-2222.
Auditions are open to all interested
persons. Except in plays where race,
ethnicity or sex is an issue, casting is
decided on the basis of ability alone.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positions are
available.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date for Employees to
Apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Feb. 27.
2·27·1

Clerk 2
Pay Range 3
Registration and Records
Permanent part-time

2-27-2

Electronic Technician 1
Pay Range 27
Computer Sciences

2·27-3

Electronic Technician 1
Pay Range 27
Computer Services
Permanent part-lime

2-13-4

Electronic Technician 3
Pay Range 29
Biological Sciences

2·27-5

Typist 1
Pay Range 3
English
Permanent part-lime

assistant professor and coordinator
of training in the master's degree
program in art therapy at George
Washington University. She will
discuss her clinical and professional
experiences within the field of art
therapy.
The lecture is being presented by
the College of Health and Human
Services and the division of art
therapy and art education in the
School of Art. The talk is free and
open to all interested persons.

Casting call issued
The University Theater has issued a
casting call for its production of "No
Exit."
The play is a gripping examination
of human potential for good and evil.
Three very different people are
ushered into a room in hell; each can
serve as a torturer of the others, or as
a savior from eternal torment.
The script calls for a cast of two
men and two women.
Auditions will be held at 7 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday (Feb. 23 and 24)
in 400 University Hall. Callbacks will
be held Wednesday (Feb. 25).
The play will be produced April 8-11
on campus.
Auditions are open to all interested
persons. Except in plays where race,
ethnicity or sex is an issue, casting is
decided on the basis of ability alone.
For more information about the
auditions, call the theater department
at 372-2222.

Submit information
The information deadline for the

1987-88 Day-By-Day Calendar is
Friday (Feb. 27) at 5 p.m.
Organizations' events will be
publicized free and must be
submitted in typewritten form to the
University Activities Organization on
the third floor of the Union. Be sure
to include the name of a contact
person for verification of facts.
For more information contact
Tammi L Bartlett at 372-2343.

Bowling Green's contribution to
Festschriften section increasing
In 1979, in one of the smallest
offices on campus, six faculty and
four graduate students made
important contributions to the
largest serial bibliography for
modern languages and literature in
the world.
Today, James Harner, English,
has moved to a larger office and
Increased the staff to three faculty,
nine graduate students and four
graduates to do twice as much work
on what Is still the largest serial
bibliography.
The Modern Language
Association International
Bibliography is a classified
bibliography of books, articles and
dissertation on all modern
languages and literatures, folklore
and linguistics.
Harner and his associates work
on the "Festschrlften" section
which contains a collection of
essays published In honor of
someone; the birthday of an
important scholar, for example.
The bibliography Is ''the most
important tool for language and
literature scholars to find out
Information on particular writers,
works or aspects of a language,"
Harner said.
Harner Increased Bowling Green's
contribution to the section by
developing a good relationship with
the publishers of some of the
limited publications. "It Is the
Festschriften section's job to
Identify, locate and analyze the
collections of essays in book form
that go into the bibliography," said
Harner. "Sometimes it takes fairly
good detective work to hunt them
down."
The section contributed 5,582
entries from 712 volumes in 1979
and gradually built up to 9,081
entries from 550 volumes in 1985.
The MIA bibliography, divided into
a classified volume and an Index

volume, Is used as a reference to
find other works. "The real
advantage is that It Is timely,"
Harner said. "Others are three to
four years behind but we usually
puolish within a year of coverage."
The last 25 years of the
bibliography will be available on
compact disk to be used like the
info-trac at the Jerome Library.
The work done by the
bl!>llographers Is voluntary; there Is
a small paid staff in New York
where the bibliography is published.
Graduate students working on the
section receive no reduction in their
teaching load, but Harner still
considers it a good recruiting tool.
They can "build up a fairly decent
collection of books because over
1,000 books come from publishers
each year."
Also, the students receive a
minimum of two significant
publications for his/her curriculum
vitae, and "the work is looked on
favorably by academic employers."
Harner carefully screens
applicants who will work on the
Festschriften about 10 hours a
week. He spends anywhere between
10-20 hours on the section.
The section has been housed in
the department of English since
1972 when former University English
professor Donna Fricke, who worked
on the bibliography In New York,
was chosen to organize it in
Bowling Green. Since then many
faculty and graduate students have
contributed as bibliographers and
assistant bibliographers. Harner
became involved In working on the
section as·soon as it got started at
the University and he considers
himself ''the only original one left."
Recent bibliographers from the
department of English include:
Russell Burrows, Sandra Johnson
and Barbara Bywaters. - Kelly
Vaughn

Date book
Monday, Feb. 23
Exhibit, ''Sights of History,"
photographs relating to Canadian history,
will be on display in the McFall Center
Gallery. The exhibit continues through
Feb. 27. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. - 4:30
p.m. Monday - Friday.
Stress Management Seminar, noon,
Alumni Room. Union. Free. Register by
calling 372-7698.
"No Exit," open auditions, 7 p.m. Feb.
23 - 24. For script Information call
372·2922.
"The End of Summer," International
Film Series, 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater.

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Applied Statistics and Operations Research: Instructor. Contact James Sullivan
(2·2363). Deadline: Feb. 27.
Educational Foundations and Inquiry: Assistant professor of educational psychology.
Contact Robert Reed (2-7305). Deadline: March 1.
Geology: Assistant professor. Contact Charles M. Onasch (2-7197). Deadline: Feb. 27.
Health Information In Technology (Medical Records): Instructor/assistant professor of
applied sciences. Contact Office of the Dean, Firelands College (832·223). Deadline:
March 1.
Management Visiting professor. Contact Peter A. Pinto (2-2946). Deadline: March 1.
Math and Statistics: Post doctoral lecturer, two positions. Contact Arjun Gupta
(2·7453). Deadline: March 1.
Medical Technology-Hematology: Assistant professor. Contact Robert Harr (2·2833).
Deadline: March 15.
Romance Languages: Assistant professor. Contact Diane Pretzer (2·2667). Deadline:
Feb. 27.
School of Art Assistant professor, photography. Contact David Cayton (2·2786). Also,
director (anticipated). Contact Robert Mazur (2-8528). Also. Assistanuassociate
professor, design. Contact Ronald Jacomini (2-7763). Deadlines: Feb. 27.
Special Educatlorc Assistant professor/instructor. Contact Edward Fiscus (2·7358).
Deadline: March 1.
Sociology: Assistant or associate professor. Contact the sociology department
(2-2595). Deadline: March 1. ·
Theater. Assistant professor (technical director/lighting designer). Contact Allen
Kepke 12·2523). Deadline: March 15.

Hanna Hall. Free.
Edgar Allan Poe, dramatic portrayal by
Robert Rhode of Northern Kentucky Univ.,
8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

Organization-sponsored film, 8 p.m., Gish
Film Theater.
Concert, BGSU Symphonic Band, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Tuesday, Feb.24

Friday, Feb. 27

Stress Management Seminar, noon,
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon, Ice Arena.
Community Suite, Union. Free. Register by
Excellence In Education Serles, "'Work
calling 372·7698.
and Family Program: Adult Education for
Black History Month Event, soul food
the 80s" by Kathleen Campbell, home
dinner, 4 p.m., McDonald cafeteria.
economics, 1:30 p.m., 215 Education Bldg.
Ifs About Time," planetarium
Black History Month Ewnt, Shirley
production, 8 p.m., Physical Sciences
Chisolm, 7 p.m., .115 Education Bldg. Free.
Laboratory Bldg. The production repeats
Economics and Statistics Colloquium,
at 8 p.m. on Friday and 7:30 p.m. on
"'Bayesian Analysis in Econometrics," by
Sunday.
Arnold Zellner of the Univ. of Chicago
Continuing Education Seminar, ··small
Graduate School of Business, 7 p.m., 212
Business Taxes," 6:30 p.m., 1104A
. McFall Center.
Offenhauer West. Registration fee is $40.
lecture, "'Art Therapy: Definition, Theory
Register by calling 372-8181
and Practice," by Elinor Ulman of George
Washington Univ., 7:30 p.m., 204 Fine Arts
Bldg. Free.
Concert, New Music Ensemble, 8 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
People Against Racism, 2:30-4 p.m .• 208
•
Hanna Hall. For more information contact Center. Free.
Conrad Pritscher, EDFI, 372-7322..
Women's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Western Michigan Univ~ home, 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball, Bowling Green vs.
Huron Playhouse, auditions for
Western Michigan Univ., home. 8 p.m.
summmer company, 12:30 p.m., Joe E.
Concert, BGSU Jazz Combos, 8 p.m.,
Brown Theater. For application and
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
appointment call 3n-2222.
Center. Free.
Gymnastics, Bowling Green vs. Univ. of
Pittsburgh and Univ. of Michigan, home, 1
p.m.
Concert, BGSU Gospel Choir, Calvary
Women's Studies Colloquium, "Bringing Baptist Church Choir, Derrick Roberts
It All Back Home: The U.S. Role in Global
Ensemble. and the Brian Thomas Chorale,
Militarism and Its Effects on Women and
5:30 p.m. Tickets are priced at $1 and are
Children," discussed by Lorry Thomas and available at the door.
Ileana Matamoros, 7:30-!t.30 p.m., 110
Eva Marie Saint Film Tribute, "On the
Business Administration.
Waterfront;• 7 p.m., ""That Certain
"High Noon," University Activities
Feeling," 9 p.m., Gish Film Theater. Free.

Ylednesday, Feb.25

Saturday, Feb. 28

Thursday, Feb. 26
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Take control of the situation and say good-bye to stress
It doesn't matter who you are or
what you do, just about everyone Is
going to experience some degree of
stress in their lives.
Do you find it stressing to think
about stress? Don't get worked up
over it. Dr. Roman Carek, director of
the University's Counseling and
Career Development Center, says
there are ways to control stress if
you are just willing to examine the
situation closely and accept
circumstances you cannot change.
Carek presented a two-day
luncheon seminar last week for
University employees who are
interested in alleviating stress in
their lives. He began by defining
stress as something that interferes
with a person's well-being which is
usually stimulated by some type of
threat. Threats can be anything,
Carek said, from a boss to
workloads, traffic jams, deadlines,
teenagers and other worries.
How a person reacts to these

stimuli produce the symptoms most
commonly associated with stress:
the heartbeat increases,
breathing quickens, blood pressure
rises and muscles become tense.
Other long term signs of stress are
dryness in the throat and mouth, an
urge to cry and hide, inability to
concentrate, headaches, sweating,
insomnia and drug or alcohol
addiction.
"Ninety-nine percent of stress is
self-induced. No one can make you
feel a certain way, you do that to
yourself," Carek said. "We have to
learn how to deal with stress in our
lives because no one else can do it
for us."
A key to controlling stress begins
with the situation itself. Carek said
stress results from how the person
appraises what is happening. If the
situation appears irrelevant or
positive, it will have little effect. But
If it appears threatening or harmful
to a person's well-being, the tension

begins.
"We appraise everything we do, it
is something that happens very
quickly and naturally," Carek said.
"Everything that comes up, we
decide if we can cope with it or not.
"Stress results from those
situations we decide we can't cope
with. Half the time if we'd go back
and re-appraise the situation, we'd
find we didn't perceive it correctly
the first time and it isn't as bad as
we thought."
But a person under stress doesn't
always think clearly, which Carek
said results in not feeling or acting
normally. To cope with stress,
people often turn to smoking,
caffeine, liquor, sleeping pills,
drugs, heavy eating, psychological
withdrawal or lashing out at others.
Instead of reacting to stress,
Carek said people need to recognize
it and deal with it. Mentally
redefining the situation in less
stressing terms and putting it into

Actress returns
to dedicate
University theater
Eva Marie Saint won't be acting
when she returns Friday (March 6) to
the Bowling Green stage.
The Academy Award winning
actress made her stage debut at the
University when she played the
leading role - that of a movie star
- in "Personal Appearance." Now
she is returning for the official
dedication of a theater in her honor.
University Trustees renamed Main
Auditorium in University Hall the
Eva Marie Saint Theater last
summer.
Saint's acting
career was
launched at
Bowling Green in
1943. The story
goes that a
student who
"looked like an
actress" was
needed for the
lead in "Personal
Eva Marie Saint Appearance."
The adviser to
Delta Gamma sorority suggested
one of "her girls" - Eva Marie
Saint, then a sophomore majoring in
elementary education.
The campus beauty queen
protested that she had neither
experience nor ability for acting.
She'd be embarrassed to try out
before those being cast for the
production, she said. When told only
a few of the students had had
acting experience, Saint reluctantly
agreed to try out. She got the part.
After that, she enrolled in an
Introductory drama class taught by
Dr. Elden T. Smith (whose wife was
the sorority adviser who encouraged
her to try acting} and auditioned for
more plays. During summer vacation
she received her first experience In
radio at WFIN in Findlay and
continued on page 3

perspective is a starting point.
In rethinking the situation, Carek
suggests going through the "3 Ds."
Ask yourself, is the stress caused by
a Disaster? Disasters are out of your
control and there is nothing you can
do to prevent them. Secondly, is
there anything you can Do to
change the stressful situation, and
if so, do it. Finally, would anything
you do make a Difference or should
you just accept the situation as it
Is?
Other ways Carek lists to alleviate
stress include: taking a short walk;
taking deep breaths; doing
stretching exercises; saying a little
prayer; laughing; talking to a friend;
buying yourself something; taking a
break, and reading.
For long term resistance to
stress, he suggests: developing an
aerobic exercise routine to be done
three to four times a week; avoiding
continued on page 3

Austrian writer
discovers America.
through people

Austrian novelist Michael Scharang (left) discusses class material with
Klaus Schmidt, German and Russian languages. Scharang is visiting
Bowling Green as an Artist in Residence this semester and is teaching two
literature classes with Schmidt.

If any of the Bowling Green
students taking the class in
contemporary literature in the
German language have a question
about some of the novels they are
studying this semester, they don't
have far to go with inquiries. The
author of many of those books is
helping to teach the class.
Michael Scharang, an Austrian
author of six novels with numerous
short stories and essays, film and
TV scripts and radio plays to his
credit, is aiding Dr. Klaus M.
Schmidt, German and Russian
languages, this semester with his
classes on contemporary Austrian
prose. He is also taking part in a
colloquium on the relationship
between author and work.
Scharang is at Bowling Green as
part of the Visiting Artist Series
sponsored by the department of
German, Russian and East Asian
Languages, and Schmidt said he
considers it an honor to be
working with the author who has
such a large following in Austria.
"Michael is one of three
contemporary Austrian novelists
who deal with contemporary issues
that are often social sore spots,"
Schmidt said. "He has become the
mouthpiece of what one might call
the political and social conscience
of modern Austria amidst a
tormenting swing toward an ultra
conservative, if not reactionary,
political climate."
Schmidt helped select Scharang
as a visiting artist after reading
much of his literature. "Austria has
received some awful press in the
wake of the Kurt Waldheim
controversy and as a victim of the
Third Reich," Schmidt said. "It was
important to me that people see
continued on page 3

